CA DESIGN OFFERS COMPANIES AND GROUPS UP TO 50% OFF PCB LAYOUT TRAINING
WITH NEW COMBINED ONLINE COURSES AND FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING
Silicon Valley-based CA Design is offering companies and groups a cost-effective PCB design
education solution that provides flexible, virtual training for one to four participants at up to half off
the regular price of OrCAD Capture, Allegro Layout, and Constraint Manager courses.
San Jose, CA (December 22, 2009) - Official training provider of HP Wordwide and PCB design
leader, CA Design is changing the way companies and groups fulfill their Printed Circuit Board
design training needs with a new combined courses offering.
These courses cover the gamut from schematics to complicated constraints and include OrCAD
Capture, Allegro Layout, and Constraint Manager in an eighteen-hour format that can be completed
in one day or spread out over several days at the group's preference and convenience.
Class times are flexible as well, and training is provided using CA Design's unique virtual method,
which affords a quality education – comparable to a traditional classroom experience – but without
the inconvenience or expense of traveling to receive world-class training.
Groups are welcome to use boards they are currently working on for a tailored training experience
that provides added value at no additional cost. CA Design instructors are senior-level, experts in a
variety of design software, and seasoned in all types of boards – large and small – of all
complexities and can provide problem-solving solutions as they train.
For more information, including pricing, contact Carolle Chandler at the telephone or email address
provided below. Should a company or group have a specific training need not met by the combined
courses offering, CA Design will work to provide an optimal solution utilizing its available resources.
More About CA Design:
Chandler Automated Design was founded in 1988 by Robert Chandler as a high-quality, low-cost
source for Printed Circuit Board design, fabrication and assembly, training, and project management.
CA Design produces premium designs for digital boards, small analog boards, ECL, RF, high-speed,
surface mount, chip on board, and micro-via and specializes in various software platforms including,
Altium® DX Designer®, Cadence® OrCAD®, Mentor Board Station, Cadence® Allegro® PCB Editor,
PADS Power PCB, Protel, PCAD, Cadstar, and Mentor Expedition. CA Design’s experienced
designers, personalized service, and premium designs are the reason so many customers have
become repeat clients over the past twenty-plus years. We stake our reputation on the quality of our
work, training, and service.
For additional information about CA Design, please visit the company website at www.cadesign.net
or contact:
Carolle Chandler
408.873.7598
carolle@cadesign.net
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